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INTRODUCTION 
In the geographical areas where 50 to 60$ of the world's 
population live, the average diet is short in protein—a 
prime component of good quality food. Protein deficiency 
is especially harmful to young children, whose brains reach 
90$ of full weight before the age of four, by preventing 
them from reaching their full potentialities as adults 
(Mehren I966). 
Soybeans (Glycine max. (L.) Merrill) have earned a place 
in world wide efforts to increase good quality food production 
because of their high per hectare yield of protein and edible 
fats. Expanded markets for protein have made it the most 
valuable part of the soybean used. Hartwig (I966) pointed 
out that on the basis of ten-year average prices for protein 
and oil, the protein of soybeans accounted for 58$ of the 
total seed value. In this respect, soybeans are unique 
among the major oil seed crops (Table 1). 
All out efforts to increase protein quantity and to 
improve protein quality can not be over-emphasized. In 
order to gain time and to increase effectiveness of their 
efforts, breeders and geneticists continue to search for 
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Table 1 
Approximate percentage relationship of protein value to total 
value of seed in several important oilseed crops. 
Crop Percentage Protein Value 
Soybeans 58 
Peanuts 28 
Sunflower 29 
Saf flower 19 
Copra 8 
Based upon 1-year average (1956-1965) values for oil and 
protein (after Hartwig i960). 
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superior research tools and techniques. A potentially 
powerful technique for improving seed quality is that of 
evaluation and selection of individual seeds. Recent 
research (Bauman et al I963, Lambert and Silvela 1965* and 
Silvela and Alexander I965) suggests that improvement of 
seed quality in grain crops by the screening of genotypes 
on a single seed basis may be superior to conventional 
methods using one or more plants as units of selection. 
Success of the single seed approach, however., depends 
upon at least two factors. (1) An accurate, relatively in-
expensive and non-destructive technique for measuring the 
desired attribute and (2) a reasonably high heritability of 
differences in this attribute among seeds from heterozygous 
plants. 
A non-destructive technique (nuclear magnetic resonance 
analysis) has been used to estimate oil content in individual 
corn seeds (Silvela and Alexander I965, and Conway and Earle 
I963) and in soybean seeds (Brim et al I967, Fehr et al I968, 
and Singh and Hadley I968). Also, gas liquid chromatography 
has been used to analyze cotyledon segments of soybean seeds 
for fatty acids (Singh et al I968). In the latter case a 
piece of the cotyledons was removed for analysis while the 
rest of the seed was planted. No such non-destructive method 
for directly analyzing single seeds for protein content 
has been reported. 
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The phenotype of a seed could be influenced by numerous 
environmental and hereditary factors. Among the latter are 
cytoplasmic effects, maternal effects and xenia (or paternal 
effects). If maternal effects, either determined by environ-
ment or by the genotype of the female parent, submerge the 
effects of the seed's own genotype, selection among single 
seeds from the same plant will be ineffective. Similar re-
sults might be expected from strong cytoplasmic effects. 
Apparently in corn, the genotype of an individual kernel 
expresses itself sufficiently well for oil content for 
individual seed selection to be effective. In soybeans, 
however, maternal effects on oil content are too strong 
for single seed selection (Brim et al I968, and Singh and 
Hadley I968). Apparently no information has been published 
concerning heritability of protein content among individual 
seeds produced by a heterozygous plant. 
The primary objectives of the study reported here were 
(1) to determine the feasibility of estimating the protein 
content of individual seeds by a micro-Kjeldahl analysis of 
cotyledon sections such that the remainder of the seed would 
be sufficiently viable to germinate and produce a healthy 
plant and (2) to determine and compare the heritabilities 
of protein content of seed on a single seed basis and on a 
plant basis. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Soybeans are an ancient crop, having been grown in China 
from a period long before the time of written documents. 
For many centuries their culture was confined to Asian 
countries (Bentley I966). Most soybeans produced in that 
part of the world were and still are consumed as food; much 
less are processed for oil. Philip S. Chen (1956) summed up 
their nutritive value: "Soybean, though rarely recognized 
as a dietary constituent, is a food that is as nearly per-
fect as cow's milk, but at the same time rich in iron and 
vitamin C (when sprouted). The yield of protein from soy-
beans, weight for weight, is approximately twice that of meat; 
four times that of eggs, wheat and other cereals; five or 
six times that of bread; twice that of lima and navy beans, 
walnuts, filberts, and mos^ t other nuts, and twelve times 
that of milk." With this illustrious history, soybeans found 
their way to the New World. The United States of America 
has become the world's leading producer, although soybean 
production as a real commercial crop in this country began 
only in the 1930's. 
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Considerable attention has been given toward develop-
ing soybeans with high oil content, though not with spec-
tacular success. Reasons for relatively little increase in 
percent oil in soybean seed are listed by Singh (1968). 
Until very recently, however, little or no attention was 
given to the protein content of the seed. 
Research investment in soybean seed protein is favored 
not only by the current facts of stark protein deficiency 
in a sizeable bulk of the human population and the commercial 
value of protein but also by a long history of soybean seed 
as a protein source in human diet and by the existence of 
genetic variability in protein content of seed in the genus. 
The putative ancestor of commercial soybeans is the wild 
species, Glycine U3suriensis, which has about 10$ higher 
protein content than modern cultivated forms of G. max. 
Methods of Determining Protein Content 
Protein determinations are made on soybean seeds, 
mostly by the standard Kjeldahl method (Amer. Oil Chemists 
Society I967). In this method, total nitrogen percent is 
estimated and multiplied by a factor of 6.25 to convert to 
protein percent. Fehr et al (I968) compared and evaluated 
seed density (ratio of seed weight to seed volume), specific 
gravity (glycerol-water solutions used for screening), and 
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nuclear magnetic resonance for their effectiveness in 
estimating protein content of soybean seed. The Kjeldahl 
method was found to be superior for direct measurement of 
protein while seed density and specific gravity were com-
parable for estimating protein under most conditions. The 
latter are indirect estimates of protein content of seed. 
Hymowitz et al (I969 ) used a modified dye-binding method 
for estimating soybean protein. A linear regression with 
modified dye-binding values as independent variables was 
fitted to the percent protein data obtained by the Kjeldahl 
method. The correlation coefficient was .985. Though the 
dye-binding method has been proposed for estimating protein 
in several other crops, there are conflicting reports con-
cerning the estimation of soybean protein by this method. 
(Hyrcowitz et al 1969). No estimations of heritability have 
been made using dye-binding as a method of analysis. 
Environmental Effects on the Protein Content of Seed 
Variation in the percentage of protein in soybean seed 
due to environmental factors has been studied though not 
to the extent of oil content. Leith (1924) observed marked 
differences in percent protein and oil from year to year. 
He also found an interaction between variety and environment. 
Cartter and Hopper (1942) studied variation in ten varieties 
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at five locations and in five years. They found that 
varieties were remarkably consistent in different years. 
Likewise, locations did not change ranking of varieties. 
They concluded that pedological and climatic factors did 
not greatly influence the relative standing or ranking of 
the several varieties with reference to the percentages of 
protein and hence, with respect to composition of seed, the 
performance of a variety or strain of soybeans at one loca-
tion gives an indication of the relative performance that 
may be expected from it at other locations in the geographic 
area. Viljoen (1937) grew one variety at eleven locations 
which varied considerably in soil types and climate, and 
protein content varied from 32.6 to 44.3 percent, a difference 
of 11.7$ in the same year. Climatic differences were con-
sidered by Viljoen to have appreciable influence on oil and 
protein content whereas differences attributable to soil 
types are relatively small. He also found that precipitation 
and mean maximum temperatures did not appear to be correlated 
with protein or oil percent, while mean minimum temperatures 
were strongly correlated with oil content(r = 0.88) and 
moderately correlated with protein content (r = 0.48). 
Regression coefficients revealed that with every degree 
Fahrenheit increase in mean minimum temperature, protein con-
tent decreased 0.39$ and oil increased approximately 0.44$. 
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Howell and Cartter (1958) found no significant effect 
of temperature treatment on protein content, and non-protein 
nitrogen. However oil content averaged 23*2$, 20.8$ and 
19.5$ when day temperatures of 85°, 77°» and 70° F respectively 
were used during the pod filling stage. Some studies have 
been made on the effect of unfavorable weather conditions 
during maturing and after maturity on the chemical composition 
of seed. Krober and Collins (1948) found that weather damaged 
seed had increased crude protein which is mainly due to in-
crease in non-protein nitrogen, presumably due to the 
decomposition of protein. There was evidently a partial loss 
of protein which is less apparent because of greater loss of 
other components. Hinson and Hanson (I962) studied competi-
tion effects on seed composition. Varieties did not respond 
equally to spacing in regard to percent protein. Considering 
the average of all varieties used, percent protein decreased 
and percent oil increased as plant spacings increased. Com-
petition effects on percent protein appeared to be associated 
with competition effects on yield. 
Osier and Cartter (1954) reported effects of date of 
planting on protein and oil contents of soybean seed. They 
found a significantly higher protein at the last planting 
date than at earlier dates, and oil varied inversely. 
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As early as 1898 and 1899 experiments were carried out 
at Connecticut Experiment Station by Atwater and Phelps 
to study the effects of nitrogenous fertilizers on yield 
and protein content of soybean seeds (Piper and Morse 1923)* 
The results revealed that percentage and yields of protein 
in the soybean bear very little relation to the quantities 
of nitrogen applied. Cartter and Hopper (1942) studied the 
effect of different fertility levels on the composition of 
seed, at various locations and seasons. They found no indi-
cation of effect of fertility level on relative varietal 
ranking for protein content. 
Application of nitrogen is found to affect protein 
content of seed indirectly by influencing nodulation. 
Applications of nitrogen tend to retard nodulation of seed-
inoculated soybeans. Applications of 100 lbs. of N at 
planting time in the Imperial Valley of California, where 
Rhrizobia were not present in the soil, resulted in poorly 
nodulated soybeans and consequently low yield and low seed 
protein percent on a dry matter basis. Omitting nitrogen 
application at planting time resulted in good nodulation 
and in normal protein content of seed (Cartter and Hartwig 
1963). 
Fellers (1918) found the effect of liming on protein 
content of soybean. Small amounts of lime were nearly as 
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effective in raising the protein content as larger appli-
cations. He also reported that protein content appeared to 
be increased by moderate application of sulphur. Thomas 
(1959)» working on wheat, found a nitrogen rate-sulphur rate 
interaction on protein percent to be highly significant. He 
suggested that this may be due to the synthesis and utiliza-
tion of a larger number of amino acid molecules containing 
sulphur. 
Effect of Seed Size and Position of Seed on the Plant 
Variation in size of soybean seed produced on the same 
plant or even in the same pod has been noted often. However, 
several studies have revealed that seed size is not con-
sistently associated with protein content of seed. Among F-
segregates of three crosses, Viljoen (1937) found large seed 
size to be associated with low oil and high protein content. 
Weiss (1949) mentioned that among several varieties planted 
at different dates, large seed size was not associated with 
oil or protein. Weber (1950) found no association of seed 
size with protein content. 
The compositional characters appear to be influenced 
by the physiological vigor of the plant as controlled by 
environment during the entire period of growth. Since, 
during that period, beans are borne in pods throughout the 
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length of the plant, their positions are affected by changing 
seasonal conditions. Collins and Cartter (1956) reported 
variation In seed composition depending on where the seed 
is borne on the plant. They found that seeds from the 
lower half of the plants were 0.5$ higher in oil and 1$ 
lower in protein than those from the upper half. Beans near 
the tips of long terminal racemes had more protein. Seeds 
in the tips of the pods had the highest oil and lowest pro-
tein content. Brim et al (I967) observed that differences 
among pods and among plants were the largest sources of 
within line variability in field and greenhouse tests. These 
workers recommended sampling at the intermediate flowering 
nodes to minimize error variance of line means. 
Maternal/Cytoplasmic Effects on Chemical Composition of Seed 
No studies on maternal and/or cytoplasmic effects on 
seed protein quantity in soybeans have been reported. How-
ever, maternal effects have been reported for oil and fatty 
acids in soybeans (Brim et al I968, and Singh and Hadley, 
I968) and for other crops such as flax (Yermanos and Knowles 
I962) and corn (Jellum I966; Garwood, I968). In rape seed 
total oil is affected by the maternal parent (Dorrell and 
Downey, 1964; Downey and Harvey, I963) while neither quantity 
nor quality of oil is altered in safflower seed (Yermanos, 
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1967) • Maternal effects have been shown on protein in 
corn (Curtis et al, 1956; Garwood and Lambert, 1967; Leng 
et al, 1951; Miller and Brimhall, 1951, and Woodworth and 
Jugenheimer, 1949). 
Singh (I968) found no cytoplasmic effects on oil and 
fatty acid in soybean seed, though some paternal effect was 
indicated. Garwood (I968) found statistically significant 
cytoplasmic differences for oil content in corn. 
Inheritance of Protein Content 
The mode of inheritance of oil and protein in three 
intravarietal crosses was studied by Viljoen (1937). The 
parental combinations with respect to protein contents were 
high x low; high x medium; and medium x medium. In the high 
x low and high x medium crosses compositional attributes of 
the F-, hybrids and the mean of the F^ populations were very 
nearly midway between the means of the parents, indicating 
lack of dominance and additive gene action. Limited trans-
gressive segregation occurred in the F_ population of the 
high x low cross whereas parental means were exceeded in 
the high x medium cross. 
Williams (1948) studied fifteen crosses between the 
cultivated soybean (G. max.) and the wild species G. 
ussuriensis. Protein content of the F., was very close to 
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that of the wild (high) parent, and some F. segregates had 
even higher protein contents than this parent. Weber (1950) 
studied the inheritance pattern of several characters of 
soybeans including seed protein content, in crosses of G. 
max. x G. ussuriensis. The mean protein content of F^'s 
exhibited considerable partial dominance of genes determining 
high protein content which was in accordance with Williams' 
findings. Reciprocal FH hybrids were not different in per-
cent protein suggesting no cytoplasmic effects. The means 
of the F_, F„ and reciprocal backcross populations likewise 
suggested that high protein was determined by genetic fac-
tors with considerable partial dominance. Protein percent-
ages, yet were not strongly correlated with other characters 
studied, Viz. seed size, maturity date, and iodine number 
of oil. Protein percent had a heritability value of 70$ 
calculated by regression of F„ on F~. 
Several estimates of heritability have been made on 
protein content, but mostly in conjunction with other 
characters. In most of the cases the parents did not differ 
much in this character. Johnson and Bernard (I963) 
emphasized, therefore, that meaningful comparison of such 
data required a careful study of the materials and methods 
employed since the estimates were made from data on various 
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generations of segregating populations and under varying 
environmental conditions. 
Leffel and Hanson (I96I) evaluated forty-five diallel 
crosses in the F_ and F~ generations. They found signifi-
cant non-allelic interactions for oil and protein percentages. 
Brim and Cockerham (I96I) evaluated at two locations 
and in two years the F* through F_ generations of two soy-
bean crosses. They concluded that additive variance was 
the principal component of genetic variance for protein 
content and for the other eight characters studied. 
Johnson et al (1955) estimated genetic variance among 
F_ lines in Fj, and F_ generations and used heritability 
estimates in predicting gain from selection. They obtained 
heritability estimates for protein of 39$ for population I 
(Roanoke x Palmetto) and 83$ for population II (N42-26 x 
Seminole). Kwon and Torrie (1964) studied two soybean 
populations in F-, Fj, and F_ generations. Heritability for 
protein percent was estimated in one population (Norchief x 
Harosoy) at 57$. The parents differed in protein percent 
by only .4$. 
Estimates of heritability of F- plant differences are 
influenced by numerous difficulties involved in evaluating 
the genotype of individual plants, such as competition and 
other environmental effects. However, seed composition 
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characters are less prone to competition effects than are 
seed yields. 
Johnson and Bernard (I963) presented expected herita-
bility values for several characters based on the observations 
of several experienced soybean breeders and geneticists. 
For protein expected heritability was 25$ when selection 
units are Fp plants and 63$ when the selection units are 
means of Fj, or later generation lines in two replications 
within two environments. 
Composition of Soybean Seed Protein 
The nutritional value of soybean protein is apparently 
limited by a deficiency in methionine (Krober I956). Suf-
ficient variability for this amino acid was found by Krober 
(I956) for him to conclude that the development of soybean 
varieties high in methionine is feasible. Eighteen amino 
acids contain about 95$ of the nitrogen in soybean protein 
(Block and Weiss I956). Glutamic acid is the most abundant, 
accounting for nearly 19$. Asparatic acid and leucine each 
account for about 8$ and arginine for about ffo. Johnson and 
Bernard (I963) pointed out that available data on the amino 
acid composition of soybean protein indicate that breeding 
for high total protein should not adversely effect the 
amino acid balance of the protein. 
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Krober and Cartter (I962) investigated changes in 
various non-protein constituents of the soybean seed associated 
with a change in protein content. In high-protein samples, 
the decrease in other constituents corresponding to the 
increase in protein was about 1/3 sugars, 1/3 oil, and 1/3 
holocelluloses and pentosans. This indicates three units 
of protein can be gained by loss of one unit of oil. How-
ever, Hanson et al (I96I) obtained statistical estimates 
equal to a 2:1 ratio for changes in protein and oil. On a 
genetic scale they calculated a ratio of only 1.3 to 1. 
Krober and Gibbons (I962) studied the relation of pro-
tein and non-protein nitrogen and the effect of weather con-
ditions on the latter. They found no correlation between 
protein content of seed and non-protein N. Unfavorable 
weather conditions were associated with a high percentage 
of non-protein nitrogen. They thought that weather damage 
may have caused a breakdown of some protein already formed 
into non-protein N. 
It has been generally accepted that the major portion 
of seed globulins act as a storage or reserve material 
(Altshul et al I966) often referred to as "glycinin." 
Glycinin is a heterogeneous group, consisting of at least 
four fractions, which have been designated as 4, 7, 11 and 
15 S on the basis of sedimentation. The IIS and 7S components 
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together account for 70$ of the protein. Usually these 
reserve proteins are stored in granular cytoplasmic inclu-
sions called protein bodies or aleurone grains. Morphological 
changes of protein bodies in soybeans during development 
were studied by Bils and Howell (I963) and such changes 
during germination were studied by Tombs (I967). Tombs 
reported glycinin, the major soybean seed protein, to be 
located in protein bodies. 
The fate of reserve proteins of soybean during germina-
tion has been reported by Catsimpoolas et al (I968). They 
reported that the major soybean protein component, IIS, is 
found to be present even after sixteen days of germination 
whereas the 7S component disappears after the ninth day. 
Thus, differential utilization of protein types during 
early seedling growth apparently occurs. 
Raw soybeans have long been known to have low nutritive 
value. Following its discovery in 1944, the trypsin inhibitor 
(SBTI) was one of the first components proposed as an anti-
nutritional factor in soybeans (Wolf I966). Eldridge et al 
(I966) reported several bands on polyacrilamide gel electro-
phoresis of commercial preparations of SBTI, and suggested 
that these may be genetic variants of a single inhibitor. 
Wilson et al (I968) found that at least one SBTI is under 
genetic control and described methods which might make it 
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possible to screen soybean germ plasm to isolate strains 
which do not have this antinutritional protein. 
Breeding Soybeans for High Protein Content 
The shift in emphasis from high oil to high protein 
soybean breeding can be understood readily in light of the 
fact that demand for soybean protein for human food and 
animal feed is increasing at a much faster rate than its 
production, while soybean oil has been in surplus supply 
for several years and exported under PL 480. Consequently, 
work has been initiated at several locations in the United 
States on this aspect. Hartwig (I966) reported results of 
high protein breeding programs at the Delta Branch Experiment 
Station, Stoneville, Mississippi, showing that a high protein 
line D60-9647 had a five year mean seed yield equal to Lee, 
a commercial variety of the region, when tested on Sharkey 
Clay at Stoneville. He also mentioned that feeding trials 
with high protein lines having six unrelated sources of genes 
for high protein indicated that the protein of high lines 
was biologically equal to that of present varieties. The 
results obtained indicate that highly productive soybeans 
having a higher ratio of protein to oil than those now 
in production can be developed. 
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Efforts for breeding for high protein content are also 
being made by workers in the states of Illinois, Indiana, 
Missouri, Iowa, Minnesota, and Florida. However, no published 
data are available for the final results achieved. 
Physiological Basis for High Protein Content 
In legumes the process of nitrogen assimilation is more 
involved than that of cereals, due to symbiotic fixation of 
nitrogen. Discovery of a non-nodulating gene in soybean 
(Williams and Lynch, 1954) and development of isogenic lines 
for this character provide useful tools in revealing the 
part played by the root nodules in contributing to the 
nitrogen metabolism of the soybean plant. Johnson e_t al 
(1968) studied the high protein phenomenon in wheat. They 
proceeded to answer two questions: (1) Was the high protein 
trait associated with greater nitrogen uptake and accumula-
tion in the wheat plant? (2) Or was it the result of more 
efficient and complete translocation of N from the vegetative 
parts of a plant to its grain? They found no differences 
in the plant nitrogen content of high and low protein 
varieties; however, from the early stages of kernel develop-
ment a high protein variety had a higher nitrogen content 
than the grain of a low protein variety. They concluded 
that the high protein trait is not associated with differ-
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ential N uptake or N accumulation in the plant, but with 
more efficient and complete translocation of N from plant 
to grain. 
In an effort to elucidate the physiological basis for 
the high protein genetic trait in wheat, Eilrich (I968) 
studied relationship of nitrate reductase enzyme activity 
with the protein content of grain. He found a positive 
relationship between nitrate reductase activity in wheat 
seedlings and nitrogen percent of grain. However, in the 
variety Gage a negative and non-significant correlation was 
found between nitrate reductase day units (moles of N0_-
-1 -1 produced, ha , day ) and total reduced nitrogen in the 
grain, due to reductions in yield caused by lodging. They 
argued that the final yield of N in grain is also dependent 
upon the efficiency of translocation of reduced N from 
vegetative tissue. 
Not many studies have been made to elucidate the 
physiological basis of the high protein trait in soybeans. 
Caldwell and Hanson (1968) used a technique of grafting to 
show the influence of scion or root stock on the expression 
of seed protein content and oil content. They concluded 
that it is the scion which determines the protein content 
of seed. If the high protein variety was grafted on low 
protein stock, the seed had high protein, while the low 
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protein scion on high protein stock produced low protein 
seed. 
L. Singh (unpublished data) studied the relationship 
of seed protein quantity with nitrate reductase activity 
(NRA) over the entire growing season of the soybean. 
Harosoy derived high protein lines were higher in NRA 
throughout the season than Harosoy, their low protine 
counterpart. This relationship was not well marked between 
Clark and its high protein derivatives. Though Harosoy 
and Clark varieties have the same seed protein contents, 
their NRA activities were different. Clark had a higher 
activity than Harosoy over the season. Clark is more 
prolific in growth and a week to ten days later in maturity 
than Harosoy. It was concluded that the physiological 
controls of high protein synthesis are different in the 
two genetic backgrounds studied. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Distribution of Protein in Seed and Evaluation of the 
Technique for Ranking Single Seeds 
Good quality seeds from four soybean varieties were 
dissected into (i) seed coat, (ii) root-shoot axis and 
(iii) cotyledons. The cotyledons were subsequently divided 
into four horizontal segments, from which triplicate samples 
were taken for analysis as shown in Figure 1. Thus four-
teen individual analyses were made on each seed (twelve on 
the cotyledons and one each on the seed coat and root-shoot 
axis). There was no difference in protein content of sub-
samples along the horizontal sections. Consequently the 
data obtained for each cotyledon section were pooled. 
The seed coat and root-shoot axis were removed from 
the seed with an arrow-pointed dissecting needle. The 
cotyledons were sectioned with a sharp razor blade. Dis-
posable plastic gloves were worn during dissection to pre-
vent contamination with nitrogenous compounds from the hands. 
A high protein variety "Sioux," a high protein line 
T245* and two relatively low protein varieties "Clark" 
T245 is in the genetic type collection and is a pure 
line of P. I. 86024. Seeds of all four varieties were ob-
tained from U. S. Regional Soybean Laboratory, Urbana. 
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and "Harosoy" were used. Five seeds from each variety 
were analyzed. After sectioning, the individual segments 
(representing 3-5 mg of root axis, 8-12 mg of seed coat 
and 10 to 15 mg of cotyledon) were dried to constant weight 
in a vacuum oven at 45 C, weighed and placed in 30 ml. 
micro-Kjeldahl digestion flasks. Total nitrogen was 
then determined by the standard micro-Kjeldahl procedure, 
using a KpSoj, *CuSO|, »Se (10:1:0.1) catalyst mixture (Bremner 
I965). The distillation apparatus was of the type described 
by Bremner and Keeney (I965). The ammonia was trapped in 
2 ml of boric acid solution containing bromocresol green-
methy red indicator and estimated by titration with 
standardized HpSoj, solution (Bremner I965). Percent pro-
tein was calculated in the usual manner (nitrogen X 6.25)* 
A statistical analysis of data was made and a correlation 
coefficient was obtained between protein of the whole coty-
ledon and protein content of sections C and D. 
Inheritance of Protein Content 
Seeds of medium and high protein lines related to 
Clark and Harosoy varieties, derived from crosses with 
Sioux and T245 were obtained from Dr. R. L. Bernard. 
The details of the lines used in these studies are given 
in Table 2. The lines are selections from individual F,. 
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plants, and subsequently selected for protein content and 
agronomic characters resembling Clark or Harosoy. 
In the summer of 1966, these lines and varieties were 
planted at the Agronomy South Farm, Urbana, in 2.4 m rows 
spaced 1.0 m apart. 
Reciprocal crosses were made between Clark and its 
high protein derivatives (L63-9432, L63-9444, L63-9641 and 
L63-9652) and between Harosoy and its high protein deriva-
tives (L63-9410, L63-9413 and L63-95I6). Only one Harosoy 
derivative (L63-9485) was crossed reciprocally with variety 
Clark. The advantage of using the related lines in this 
inheritance study was twofold. Firstly, there was quite a 
wide and discrete difference between the parental lines in 
most of the cross sets and secondly, intergenotypic effects 
between plants in rows can be eliminated since both parents 
are similar except for the character under study. 
At maturity the "crossed" and "selfed" seeds from each 
plant were harvested and kept separately. Usually 2-5 
maternal plants were involved, though pollen used was a 
bulk sample from several plants of the male parent. In 
each case, healthy and disease free parental plants were 
used for crossing. In subsequent generations the identities 
of progenies traced back to original maternal parents. 
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In the winter of I966-67, 4 to 6 F., and selfed seeds 
of each cross were planted in the greenhouse. Backcrosses 
were attempted but success was not satisfactory. However 
F. seeds were harvested off the F, plants. 
In the summer of I967, parental lines, F, plants and 
F_ plants were planted on the Agronomy South Farm. The 
same sets of crosses were made to obtain F« seeds. F, 
plants were used as female parents to make back crosses to 
both the parental lines involved. At maturity, "selfed" 
and "crossed" seed off parental lines, selfed (F_ seed) 
and backcrossed seed off F.. plants and F- seeds off 
individual Fp plants were harvested and the identities of 
the maternal plant in each case was kept. In all cases, 
seed from the central portion of the plant was kept, 
eliminating extreme lower and top pods, which are usually 
more susceptible to changes in environmental conditions. 
All seeds so harvested were dried at 60°C to bring them to 
less than 4$ moisture. 
Studies on a single seed basis 
Pieces of cotyledon of crossed and corresponding selfed 
seeds from three sets of reciprocal crosses were analyzed 
for protein by the micro-Kjeldahl method. The remaining 
portions of seeds were planted. In two other sets of 
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reciprocal crosses, pieces of cotyledons from seeds of 
parental, F' , BC,P,, BO,V (backcross to P^  and Pg 
respectively) populations were analyzed to determine pro-
tein content by the micro-Kjeldahl method, and remaining 
portions of the seed were planted in a replicated trial to 
estimate heritability on a plant mean basis. 
Maternal effects were determined by comparing F.. 
seeds and corresponding selfed seeds by a t test. Cyto-
plasmic effects were detected from the comparison of means 
of reciprocal Fp seed populations by a t test. Heritability 
estimates were made from comparisons of variance from 
appropriate populations or from the regression of F« means 
on F seeds. 
Studies on a plant mean basis 
For a final experiment, 300 Fp seeds, 60 F, seeds, 
120 parental seeds and 60 back cross seeds each from five 
sets of crosses listed below, were planted in three 
replications. 
Cross Set 1. Harosoy x L63-9516 and reciprocal 
2. Harosoy x L63-9410 and reciprocal 
3. Clark x L63-9652 and reciprocal 
4. Clark x L63-9423 and reciprocal 
5. Clark x L63-9444 and reciprocal 
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Each cross set was treated as a separate experiment. 
100 F., 20 F-,, 40 parental, and 20 backcross seeds were 
planted in each replication completely randomized. Thus 
there were 180 single plant plots completely randomized in 
each replication of each cross set. As far as possible a 
complete stand was kept by transplanting appropriate plants 
into gaps which occurred. 
At maturity only the middle portion of each plant was 
harvested and seeds were oven dried (60 C) to bring the 
moisture content down to less than 4$. Only plants from 
two replications were analyzed for protein content in cross 
sets 2, 3, 4, and 5 while in cross set 1, all plants from 
three replications were analyzed. In cross set 1, protein 
percentage was determined by two methods. Viz. Modified 
dye-binding (MDB) (Hymowitz et al, I969) and the standard 
Kjeldahl method. There was a high correlation between 
estimated Kjeldahl values determined by MDB and the standard 
Kjeldahl values; consequently protein determinations in the 
other four cross sets were made by MDB, which is a much 
cheaper and simpler method. 
In another experiment, 216 F_ lines were planted in 
two replications each in single rows 1.2 m long and 1.0 m 
apart. Approximately fifty seeds were drilled in a row 
and subsequently thinned to get a plant to plant distance 
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of 5-8 cm. These F_ lines originated from randomly selected 
F- plants from the following five sets of crosses. 
No* of F_ plants or 
Cross F0 lines 
— j — _ 
1. Harosoy x L63-9516 and reciprocal 43 
2. Harosoy x L63-9410 and reciprocal 42 
3. Clark x L63-9652 and reciprocal 45 
4. Clark x L63-9423 and reciprocal 45 
5. Clark x L63-9444 and reciprocal 41 
TOTAL 216 
Each cross was treated as a separate experiment and lines 
within each were randomized. At maturity seed was collected 
from the middle portions of plants in 0.9 m portions of the 
row, leaving 15 cm on each end as borders. After drying, 
the seed was analyzed for protein by the standard Kjeldahl 
method. 
Statistical Methods 
Plant breeders must deal largely with quantitative 
characters, which exhibit continuous variation. Genetic 
study of such variation could facilitate the development of 
superior varieties. 
To study the effect of genes governing a quantitative 
character the effects of genotype must be separated from 
the effects of environment. The phenotypic expression of 
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a character is the total of genetic effect, environment 
effects and interaction between genotype and environment 
involved (Cornstock and Robinson, 1948). Thus, phenotypic 
variance is 
2 2 , 2 
°p = 0G + aE 
2 2 
where an is the variance of genetic effects and <j_ is the \3 £J 
p 
portion of c resulting from variation in environment. 
Heritability may be defined as the fraction of pheno-
typic variance that has a genetic basis. In the broad 
sense, it is the total genetic variance divided by the 
phenotypic variance: 
K 
2 2 2 
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This heritability estimate (li_) may be obtained by using 
variances of Fp and variances of non-segregating populations 
Viz p-, P and/or F., which gives an estimate of non-heritable 
variation. 
Usually the mean variance of two parental lines and 
2 
their F-, is used as an estimate of o„. 
Fisher (1918) subdivided genetic variance into three 
components. 
2 2 2 2 
°G = aA + aD + °I w l i e r e 
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offspring regression or other. These are additivity of 
genetic effects between loci (no epistasis) and independence 
of genotype and environmental variance. In addition, it 
is necessary to assume that the environmental components 
of variance of the F. and of the two backcrosses are of 
comparable magnitude. 
Heritability of protein both in the broad and narrow 
senses were calculated on a single seed basis and on a plant 
mean basis. The regression of F- progeny means on F^ plants, 
mentioned in seed basis section already, was calculated as 
well to get another estimate of heritability. Correlation 
coefficients were calculated in parental and F.. populations 
between protein content of individual seeds and protein 
contents of seeds produced by the plants grown from the 
individual seeds. This was done to determine if any carry 
over effect in protein content from one generation of seed 
to the next could be detected. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Distribution of Protein in Seed and Evaluation of the 
Technique for Ranking Single Seeds 
Protein content of the seed coat, root-shoot axis and 
cotyledon differed markedly (Table 3). The order of de-
creasing protein for these seed parts was as follows: 
cotyledon > root-shoot axis » seed coat. Although the 
interaction between seed parts and varieties was statistically 
significant, trends for the four varieties were very similar. 
The two high protein varieties averaged about 10$ more 
protein in their cotyledons than did the low protein 
varieties, but only 5$ more in their root-shoot axis and 3$ 
more in their seed coats. This pattern of differences in 
protein content might be expected if protein of the seed 
coats and root-shoot axis are structural and enzymatic in 
nature whereas those in the cotyledon are in the form of 
reserves. On the basis of seed mass and protein percent 
the distribution of protein in the high protein varieties 
was almost identical to that of the low protein varieties. 
Seed mass of the varieties examined was approximately as 
follows: cotyledon, 90$; seed coat, 7.5$; and root-shoot 
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Table 3 
Mean protein percentage of seed coat, root-shoot axis, and 
sections of cotyledons in four soybean varieties 
Seed Root-Shoot 
Variety Coat Axis 
Cotyledon sections 
A B C D Average 
Clark 
Harosoy 
Sioux 
T245 
7.9 
7.2 
10.3 
11.1 
38.9 
37.1 
42.1 
43.1 
43.4 H.8 41.1 40.3 .41.7 
43.1 39.7 38.6 38.8 40.1 
53.4 50.3 50.6 51.3 51.4 
53.4 50.3 49.2 49.2 50.4 
Average 9.1 40.3 48.3 45.5 44.9 44.9 45.9 
Five seeds per variety were analyzed. 
Each value is average of three determinations. 
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axis, 2.5$. Similar proportions of the different seed 
parts were reported by Kawamura (I967). On the basis of 
these values, the relative distribution of protein in seeds 
from the two protein level groups of varieties was: 
Varieties Cotyledons Seed Coat Root-Shoot Axis 
High protein 
(Sioux and T245) 96.0$ 1.8$ 2.2$ 
Low protein 
(Clark and Harosoy) 96.1$ 1.4$ 2.5$ 
A slight gradient in protein content across the coty-
ledon was observed (Table 3) with the highest percentage 
occurring in the region adjacent to the root-shoot axis 
(Section A). A decrease in protein content from Section B 
to Sections C and D was indicated but was not statistically 
significant. No interaction between varieties and cotyledon 
sections was observed. A correlation coefficient of +0.97 
(n = 20) was obtained between protein content of the whole 
cotyledon and protein content of sections C and D. 
The results of this experiment show that analysis of 
small (10 mg) portions from a cotyledon (D) can be used for 
screening individual seeds for protein content. The major 
portion of the cotyledon can be retained with the root-
shoot axis for subsequent planting. The cut seed so planted 
has not been observed to have any effect on germination and 
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subsequent growth of the seedling. This technique, 
however, will be useful to the soybean breeder only if 
heritability for differences in protein content among 
seeds from a heterozygous plant is relatively high. If 
protein content of a seed is determined by the genotype 
of the sporophyte bearing the seed, no advantage exists 
in single seed selection. 
Inheritance of Protein Content 
Studies on a single seed basis 
Maternal and cytoplasmic effects: The means and 
variances of protein percentages and number of F., and 
corresponding selfed seeds analyzed in three sets of crosses 
are given in Tables 4, A, B, and C. 
Table 4A 
Means and variances of percent protein of F., and corresponding 
selfed seeds 
Source 
Harosoy 
Harosoy x L63-9413 
L63-9413 x Harosoy 
L63-9413 
N 
15 
15 
13 
13 
S2 
8.9 
6 .3 
11.0 
5.9 
MB 
X 
39.8a* 
37.9a 
47.2b 
46.1b 
Means followed by different letters are significantly 
different (P < .01). 
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Table 4B 
Means and variances of percent protein of F« and corresponding 
selfed seeds 
Source 
Harosoy 
Harosoy x L63-95I6 
L63-95I6 x Harosoy 
L63-95I6 
N 
15 
15 
15 
15 
*Means followed by d i f fe ren t 
d i f fe ren t (P < . 0 1 ) . 
S2 
3.3 
6.9 
2 . 3 
6.9 
l e t t e r s are 
X 
38.9a* 
38.6a 
43.2b 
42.6b 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y 
• Table 4C 
Means and variances of percent protein of FH and corresponding 
selfed seeds 
Source 
Clark 
Clark x L63-9444 
L63-9444 x Clark 
L63-9444 
N 
15 
15 
15 
15-
S2 
1.6 
3.5 
5 .1 
11.6 
X 
37.In* 
37.5a 
49.9b 
46.4c 
*Means followed by different letters are statistically 
different (P < .01) 
In the crosses listed in the three tables, the protein 
content of F, seeds was closer to that of selfed seeds 
from the female parents than to selfed seeds of the male 
parents indicating a strong maternal and/or cytoplasmic 
effect. Similar results of maternal effects for oil in 
soybean seeds were reported by Singh and Hadley (I968) 
and Brim et al (I968). 
In two of the three crosses F, seed did not differ 
from corresponding selfed seed in protein content (Table 4A 
and 4B). In the third cross, (Table 4C) seed of one F« 
we're significantly higher in protein than corresponding 
selfed seed. However, deviation of this F., from the 
paternal parent was in the same direction as the female 
parent but to a greater degree rather resembling a case 
of heterosis. Since there is considerable variation 
between plants, within plants and even within seed, the 
behavior of this one F., population may be caused by 
sampling error. At any rate, in five of six tests, no 
effect of a seed's own genotype was noticed in respect 
to protein content. Some genotypic effect on oil was 
reported by Singh and Hadley (I968) in F., seeds. They 
found that on the average, oil content of F, seeds was 
1.1$;"lower than the oil contents of seeds resulting from 
self fertilization of high line female parents and 1.3$ 
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higher than that from the low line females. However, 
this small effect of genotype was not detected in F_ seeds 
and back cross seeds. They argued that probably the cause 
of this disagreement was an inherent lack of precision in 
the method used for estimating variance among individual 
Fp seeds. Not as precise a comparison can be made between 
F_ and parental seeds, as between F, and corresponding 
selfed seeds which permits elimination of variation due 
to nodes. Brim e_t al (I968) working with F, seed and cor-
responding selfed seeds, without regard to node of origin 
of seeds, did not detect the effect of genotype of seed as 
was detected by Singh and Hadley (I968). Data in this study 
are more comparable to that of Brim et al (I968). 
Inherent in the comparisons of single seed analyses 
are variation due to (i) differences among individual seeds 
off the same plant, (ii) differences within individual seeds 
(a section of cotyledon is analyzed) and (iii) differences 
between plants. To do away with the first two sources of 
variation and in order to check further for any slight 
genotypic effect of seed, bulk samples of F., seed and cor-
responding selfed seeds of four reciprocal crosses were 
analyzed by the standard Kjeldahl method. Selfed seeds were 
collected as a representative sample of the plant from which 
F, seeds were obtained. The data are presented in Table 5. 
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Table 5 
Mean percent protein of F, and selfed seed analyzed in bulk 
(standard Kjeldahl method) 
Cross 
L63-95I6 
Harosoy 
L63-9641 
Clark 
L63-9652 
Clark 
L63-9423 
Clark 
x Harosoy 
x L63-9516 
x Clark 
x L63-9641 
x Clark 
x L63-9652 
x Clark 
x L63-9423 
Mean 
Selfed seed off 
female parent 
45.9 
40.8 
44.8 
41.6 
44.6 
39.3 
52.1 
40.2 
pro te in percent 
F, seed off same 
female parent 
47.7 
43.9 
45.0 
44.6 
45.9 
41.7 
53.7 
41.3 
Since a single analysis was made in each case, no statis-
tical test for significance is feasible, but the data 
indicate the same general pattern as was seen on single 
seed analyses. Besides maternal effects, a tendency of 
reciprocal F,'s to be higher than selfed seeds on the 
female parent is observed in all sets of crosses. This 
was not so consistent in the single seed analyses. Even 
if a high protein female parent is crossed to a low pro-
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tein male, the F-, seed has a higher percent protein than 
selfed seed of the maternal parent. Likewise a low pro-
tein female parent when crossed to high protein male also 
produced F., seeds with higher protein percent than selfed 
seeds of the maternal parent. 
Considering the mechanics of hybridization technique 
and the positions of F-, seed on the maternal plant, the fol-
lowing two explanations for this phenomenon are plausible: 
1. Most of the floral parts were removed from the bud 
prepared for crossing, causing some injury to the 
growing bud. Also the adjacent buds, flowers and 
developing pods were removed from that node. Krober 
and Collins (1948) reported that damaged seed had 
higher nitrogen percent though much of it was due to 
increase in non-protein N. One of the causes given 
was that relatively higher percentage of losses 
occurred in other chemical components due to the 
spending of energy on injury. Consequently, the relative 
percentage of protein appeared to be raised. 
Since the F^ seed was produced on such injured 
buds and since there were no other pods allowed to 
develop on the same node, this might have resulted in 
increased protein percentage in F-i seeds. 
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2. Most of the crossing was done one week to ten days after 
full flowering and consequently most of the crossed buds 
were located on the upper 2/3 to 1/3 portion of the 
plant. Collins and Cartter (1956) reported that seeds 
from upper portions of the plants were higher in protein 
percent. The position effects may have favored F., seeds. 
It is therefore, suggested that higher protein percent in F., 
seed is not a real manifestation of paternal effect or hybrid 
vigor, depending on which way the cross was made, but more 
likely is caused by environmental variation. These two sets 
of data reveal that there is considerable maternal effect 
with genotypic effect of seed being unnoticeable. 
According to Crane and Nyquist (I967) one of the causes 
listed for differences between reciprocal F., crosses, 
besides others, was the effect on seed of the environment 
in which the maternal plant grew, though they believed it 
to be absent. However, carryover of this environmental 
effect on seed composition can be determined by estimating 
correlation between composition (protein content) of seed 
planted and seed produced on the resultant plant. Existence 
of a positive correlation would indicate carryover of 
environmental effects. To test for carryover effect, part 
of ten individual seeds of three parental lines, Clark, 
Harosoy and L63-9444 and Fn seeds, were analyzed for protein 
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content and the remaining portions of each seed was planted. 
Next year the seeds produced on the resulting plants were 
analyzed for protein content. Correlation coefficients 
of the planted seeds and the seeds off plants produced by 
them are given below. 
Correlation between percent protein of seed and resulting 
plant mean 
Mean Protein percent 
Seeds on 
Correlation X's of Resulting 
Sourse Coefficients Seeds Planted Plants 
Harosoy 
Clark 
L63-9444 
Clark x L63-9444 (Fx) 
L63-9444 x Clark (F^) 
-0.20 
-0.30 
.38 
- .006 
• 33 
40.4 
37.0 
45.7 
37.4 
50.0 
40.5 
39.6 
46.7 
42.2 
44.4 
Homogeneity of the above 5 correlation coefficients 
2 2 
was tested by the x test (Steel and Torrie, i960), x 
value of 2.35 for 4df (P = .75-.50) indicated no hetero-
geneity. Thus a single pooled correlation coefficient 
could be used and found to be .01. 
These correlation coefficients indicate that there is 
no relationship between the chemical composition of a planted 
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seed and the seed borne on the plant it produces. 
A further indication of maternal and/or cytoplasmic 
effect is obtained by comparing means of F_, BC,P.,, and 
BC,P- populations in reciprocal crosses of the two cross 
sets given in Tables 6 and 7. Populations of F_, BC..P, 
and BC,P_ borne on F^  plants of the cross Harosoy x L63-9410 
though having different genotypic constitution, indicate 
similar mean protein percent values of 41.4, 40.7, and 40.8, 
respectively. On the other hand, the F_, BC-P,, and BC,P_ 
borne on F-i plants of the reciprocal cross L63-9410 x 
Harosoy, the mean protein values are 45.8, 43*7 and 45.3, 
which are close to each other indicating maternal effects. 
Cytoplasmic effects for seed characteristics may be detec-
ted by comparing the same genotype in different cytoplasm 
produced on plants with same genotype. Reciprocal F, 
seeds have the same genotype in different cytoplasm, but 
are borne on plants with different genotypes, so that 
maternal effects and cytoplasmic effects are confounded. 
Cytoplasmic effects detected can be seen by comparing 
the overall mean of F_, BCjP-, and BC-PL borne on one set 
of F^s ( P j X P ) with that of F?, BC.jP, and BC.P- borne 
on the reciprocal F, (Pg x P-). The mean genotypic con-
stitutions of Fg, BC,P,, and BC.,P2, ,on reciprocal F1's are 
theoretically the same. 
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The overall mean value of F_, BC,P, and BC-jP. seeds 
of Harosoy x L63-9410 is 40.9$ protein, while that on the 
reciprocal F, of L63-9410 x Harosoy is 44.9. These means 
are significantly different. 
Likewise if we compare overall means of these three 
populations in two cytoplasm in another cross (Table 7) 
we have means of 44.2 and 47-2, which are significantly 
different. Similarly reciprocal F 'a alone in both cross 
sets are significantly different. ^  
The data from both sets of crosses reveal a cyto-
plasmic effect on the protein content of seed, with about 
a 3-4$ increase in protein content being associated with 
cytoplasm from the high-protein parent. Maternal effects 
on protein content of corn kernels have been reported 
(Leng et al 1951, and Garwood and Lambert I967); however 
no cytoplasmic effects were found. Singh and Hadley (I968) 
and Brim et al (I968) found no cytoplasmic effects for 
oil in soybeans. Garwood (I968) detected statistically 
significant cytoplasmic differences for oil content in 
some corn crosses. 
In studies on soybean seed protein types (Wilson et al 
I968) it was revealed that the genotype of a seed governs 
the type of protein synthesized, without any influence of 
the maternal plant. When two parents differing in one seed 
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Table 6 
Means and variances of percent p ro te in on a s ing le seed bas i s 
in populations of r ec ip roca l crosses 
Population 
Harosoy (P,) 
L63-9410 (P2) 
N 
25 
25 
X 
40.6 
49.0 
S2 
6.85 
13.69 
Fg (P x x P2) 49 41.4 12.50 
BC1[(P1 x Pg) x P 1 ] 13 40.7 4.79 
B C ^ ^ x P2) x Pg] 37 40.8 25.10 
Overall mean of 3 populations 40.9 
Fg (Pg x Pj) 40 45.8 
BC1[(Pg x P1) x Pg] 19 43.7 
BC1[(Pg x Px) x Px] 20 45.3 
Overall mean of 3 populations 44.9 
t value (comparison of ove ra l l mean values 40.9 and 44.9) 
88
 7.69 P < .01 
t value (comparison of Fg means) = 6.66 P < .01 
H e r i t a b i l i t y (narrow sense) F_ (P,xP g) = - . 3 
Fg (PgXP^ = - . 8 
9.30 
11.44 
15.40 
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Table 7 
Means and var iances of percent p ro te in on a s ing le seed bas i s 
in populations of r ec ip roca l crosses 
Population N X S^ 
Clark {V±) 25 38.3 8.66 
L63-9423 (Pg) 25 50.0 14.05 
Fg (P x x Pg) 42 42.9 9.56 
BC1[(P1 x Pg) x P ^ 16 45.8 7.68 
BC1[(P1 x Pg) x Pg] 26 44.1 4.20 
Overall mean of 3 populations 44.2 
Fg (Pg x Px) 45 46.0 10.15 
BOjJfPg x PX) x Pg] 26 47.5 5.89 
BC1[(Pg x P ^ x P x] 20 48 .1 21.15 
Overall mean of 3 populations 47.2 
t value (comparison of F_ means) = 5 . 0 0 P < .01 
t value (comparison of ove ra l l means 44.2 and 47.2) = 
6.97 P < .01 
H e r i t a b i l i t y (Broad sense) = 
Fg (PjxPg) = - 0 . 1 
Fg (PgXPjj = - .007 
H e r i t a b i l i t y (Narrow sense) 
Fg (PjxPg) = .7 
F2 <P2xPl> " - ' 6 
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protein type (as separated by Disc electrophoresis) were 
crossed, the reciprocal F-, seed had the protein types of 
both parents, as shown in Figure 2. F_ seed off F, plant 
showed segregation for seed protein type as shown in Figure 
3. Similar results were obtained by Larsen (I967) and 
Larsen and Caldwell (I968) for another pair of protein 
types referred to as A and B proteins. 
These studies indicate that seed protein quantity and 
quality in soybeans are under different physiological con-
trols. While the quantity of seed is affected by the 
maternal parent's genotype and cytoplasm, its quality is 
governed by the seed's own genotype. A consideration of 
biochemical studies of soybean seed proteins may throw 
light in partially explaining the results obtained in genetic 
studies of seed protein. Most storage or reserve proteins 
are thought to be located in protein bodies, which in-
crease in number as the cell in the cotyledons develops 
(Bils and Howell I963). Electron micrographs of developing 
cotyledons from a wide range of leguminous seeds have shown 
the presence of protein bodies (Morton and Raison I963). 
They found protein synthesizing activity in proteoplasts 
of wheat endosperm (analogous to protein bodies of legumes), 
was not affected by actinomycin-D suggesting that storage 
protein synthesis was not dependent on DNA-linked synthesis, 
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FIG.2 ELECTROPHORETIC PATTERNS OF SEED PROTEIN EXTRACTS ON POLY-
ACRILAMIDE GELS SHOWING PROTEIN BANDS (F=FAST, S=SLOW) IN DL63-9485 
2) F, (CLARK x L63-9485) 3) F, (L63 -9485 x CLARK 4) CLARK 
FIG.3 ELECTROPHORETIC PATTERNS OF SEED PROTEIN EXTRACTS FROM F2 
SEEDS OF A CROSS, CLARK x L63-9485, SHOWING SEGREGATION OF F(FAST) 
AND S(SLOW) BANDS 
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but was being taken care of by stable m-RNA in maternal 
proteoplasms. They argued that since formation of storage 
protein in the seed leads to an accumulation of reserves at 
the end of the life cycle of the plant, there was no obvious 
requirement for active control of the process. The possible 
correctness of the hypothesis may be reflected in the apparent 
stability of m-RNA. They also suggested that protein synthe-
sizing activity of these plastids in wheat may be similar in 
legumes. Thus, synthesis of storage protein was postulated 
to be controlled by maternal proteoplasts. They also found 
that amino acid incorporating activity in the cytoplasmic 
fraction of a cell was DNA-linked, and hence, controlled by 
its genotype. Thus, proteins, or enzymes, in cytoplasm are 
synthesized under control of the seed's genotype. Rabson 
and Novell! (i960) also separated out amino acid incorporating 
systems in particulate component and supernatent components 
in preparations from maize kernels. 
These biochemical studies indicate that what is true 
for reserve or storage proteins may not be applicable to 
inetabolically active proteins of the cytoplasm. Hence, 
findings that protein quantity (mostly reserve proteins) is 
governed by maternal and cytoplasmic effects, is substantiated 
to some extent by the work of Morton and Raison (1963). The 
effect of genotype on protein type can also be explained when 
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protein types studied are considered as biologically active 
proteins of cytoplasm, and not reserve proteins. 
Heritability on a single seed basis: Assuming there 
is no genotype environment interaction, a significantly 
higher variance of protein content among Fg seeds than that 
among the selfed seeds from the parental lines would 
indicate that the genotype of a seed has some effect on 
its protein content. Means and variances of protein con-
tent of single seeds from different populations in the 
cross sets, as given in Tables 6 and 7 indicate that non-
segregating populations are as variable as the segregating 
ones in respect to protein quantity. Heritability estimates 
were obtained for reciprocal crosses separately since these 
differed significantly. Heritability estimates in the 
crosses involving Harosoy and L63-9410 were -.3 and -.8 in 
the narrow sense and .17 and -.01 in the broad sense, while 
in the cross set involving Clark and Line L63-9420 they 
were .7 and -.6 (Narrow sense) and -.1 and -.007 (Broad 
sense). Estimates of heritability using backcross data on 
an individual seed basis may be unreliable because of 
difficulties associated with obtaining large enough back-
cross populations in highly self-fertilized species such 
as soybeans in which controlled fertilization is difficult. 
In heritabllities in reciprocal F0 populations, the estimates 
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are usually lower when a high protein line or variety 
is the female parent. However, most of the estimates are 
negative and no obvious genotypic effect on protein content 
of seed exists. 
Regression of offspring on parents involving F_ seeds 
and corresponding F- seeds derived from them is another 
estimate of heritability of differences among Fg seeds. Such 
estimates of regression were obtained for two crosses, 
Harosoy x L63-9410 and Clark x L63-9423 giving heritability 
values of .38 and .19 respectively. These are rather low 
heritability estimates, though a little higher than what 
was obtained using F_ and back cross variances. 
These estimates of heritability suggest that protein 
content of soybean seeds is not much affected by the seed's 
own genotype. The maternal genotype and cytoplasm have the 
major control over the amount of protein present in seed, 
and hence selection for high protein content may not be 
very effective on a single seed basis. 
Studies on a giant Mean Basis 
Two methods of protein estimation were compared using 
different populations of cross set 1. The means and 
variances of protein content estimated by the modified 
dye-binding method (MDB) as described by Hymowitz et al (I968) 
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and by the Kjeldahl method from different populations 
involving crosses between Harosoy and Line L63-9516 are 
given in Table 8. A high and significant correlation of 
.79 was obtained between the protein content determinations 
by the two methods. The relative ranking of means, and 
statistical significance of differences between means of 
pairs of populations as tested by paired t tests, are 
the same for both determinations. Thus, protein percentage 
as determined by the MDB method compares well with the 
standard procedure of Kjeldahl. Moreover, the former is a 
much less expensive and simpler method. Hence, determina-
tions on the other four sets of crosses were made by the 
MDB method. However, the protein determinations of F„ 
progenies were made by the standard Kjeldahl, since corres-
ponding Fg plants were analyzed in I967 by this method. 
Comparisons of reciprocal F, and F_ means in Cross 
Set 1 reveal that though reciprocal F^'s are similar, 
there is a significant difference between reciprocal F 's, 
indicative of cytoplasmic effect. However, there are no 
significant differences between the backcrosses to either 
parent by reciprocal F,'s. Considering most of the data, 
not much cytoplasmic effect is revealed in this cross. 
Heritability estimates are almost zero except in the narrow 
sense heritabllities using Kjeldahl determinations of 
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Table 8 
Means an<* variances of percent protein, as determined by the 
MDB and Kjeldahl methods in cross set 1 
MDB Kjeldahl 
Populations 
Harosoy (P^) 
L63-9516 (Pg) 
F^Pi x Pg) 
FX(P2 x PX) 
V p i x V 
F2(P2 x P x ) 
BC1[(P1 x Pg) 
BC;L[(Pg x Px) 
BC^Pg x Px) 
B C l [ ( P l x P 2 ) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
p l l 
p l l 
p a ] 
V 
X 
39.5 
43.1 
41.1 
41.1 
40.2 
41.5 
**• 
40.6 
40.1 
41.3 
42.0 
S2 
2.39 
5.62 
2.77 
1.79 
2.44 
2.63 
2.93 
.92 
4.55 
2.61 
mm 
X 
40.8 
43.7** 
41.6 
41.4 
41.0 
42.3** 
40.9 
40.6 
42.6 
42.3 
S2 
2.15 
4.25 
2.00 
1.36 
2.81 
2.14 
2.21 
.34 
3.41 
2.12 
N 
39 
36 
17 
19 
103 
77 
13 
6 
7 
14 
r = .79** **Significant at 1$ level 
h(B) PlxP2 ~ "•* 
PgxPj^  = -.4 
h(N) P1XP2 m " * 
P2XP1 ** ~'°* 
-.07 
-.3 
.46 
.25 
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percent protein. Even with Kjeldahl data, broad sense 
heritabllities are negative. There can be two main 
reasons for these low estimates of heritability in this 
cross set. The L63-9516 parent may not be homozygous, 
but still quite variable for genes affecting protein quan-
tity. Figure 4 shows variations in parental lines F, and 
F- populations. L63-9516 has almost as much variation as 
the Fg. This tended to reduce the estimates of heritability 
in the bread sense almost to nil. Line L63-9516 is derived 
from a cross Harosoy x T245, and it seems that even in the 
F« generations, it is not homozygous. Then, too, the back 
cross variance estimates are quite erratic since these are 
estimates from a few plants. This is a possible weakness of 
using back crosses for estimates of narrow sense heritabllities. 
Singh (I968) also pointed out that since very few back 
cross plants could be obtained, the variance might be an 
overestimate and therefore, heritability (narrow sense) 
an underestimate. 
A discussion of heritability estimates obtained by 
two protein determination methods may be worthwhile in 
comparing the two methods of measurement of the character. 
The only large discrepancy in estimates by the two methods 
is that for the narrow sense heritability where Kjeldahl 
estimates are relatively quite high. In general, variance 
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estimates were lower for (though not statistically signifi-
cant) all populations when percent protein was measured by 
the Kjeldahl method as compared to the MDB method. This, 
perhaps, points to the possible fact that the MDB method 
has inherent in it some uncontrollable variation which 
tends to inflate the environmental component of variance. 
This may be the reason for somewhat higher heritability 
estimates obtained by Kjeldahl determinations. The 
"extra" uncontrollable variation ascribable to the MDB 
technique is by no means large enough to make it unusable 
for protein determination. However, recognition of the 
fact is worthwhile, when comparisons of heritability 
estimates using different methods of estimation are made. 
Heritability estimates obtained by regression of F_ 
progenies on Fg plants is .08. In such estimates, F-
progenies and Fg plants are not grown in the same year, a 
situation which may affect the estimates. 
However, the low heritability estimates obtained in 
this study indicate that mass selection for protein con-
tent would not be very effective in the F_ populations of 
cross set 1. 
Means and variances of percent protein of different 
populations involved in four cross sets, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are 
given in Tables 9, 10, 11 and 12. A comparison of means of 
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Table 9 
Means and variances of percent protein (plant mean) 
of different populations in cross set 2 
Population 
Harosoy (P-) 
1*3-9*10 ( P 2 ) 
F i(i>i X Pg) 
*1<*2 x PjJ 
F 2 ( P x x P g ) 
F2(Pg x Px) 
B ^ [ ( P x x Pg) x P X ] 
BC1[(P2 x P l ) x P l ] 
BC1[(P1 x Pg) x Pg] 
B^[ (Pg x P x ) x Pg] 
h (B) P1XP2 = ' 6 6 
h(B) P 2 x P l = •Z2. 
Mean .69 
N 
39 
37 
20 
19 
93 
100 
6 
9 
13 
11 
X 
40.3 
46.5 
43.6 
44.6 
42.1 
44.1 
41.4 
43.2 
44.2 
46.9 
h(N) 
h(N) 
S2 
1.29 
2.33 
5.56 
I.69 
5.00 
6.5O 
9.38 
7.00 
2.29 
3.69 
P l x P 2 " 
P2xPx -
Mean 
t value 
1.6* 
5.8** 
1.23 
3.97** 
- .17 
•2& 
.09 
* Significant at 5$ level 
** Significant at 1$ level 
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Table 10 
Means and variances of percent protein (plant mean) 
of different populations in cross set 3 
Population 
Clark 
L6 3-9652 
FX(PX x 
FX(P2 x 
F2(PX x 
F2(P2 x 
BC1[(P1 
BCj^^Pg 
B^^P! 
BCj^UPg 
> 
V 
p i> 
V 
p i> 
X Pg) X 
X P., ) X 
X P g ) X 
x P x ) X 
plJ 
v 
V 
V 
N 
35 
37 
19 
17 
90 
99 
6 
14 
2 
11 
X 
40.0 
45.* 
42.9 
42.9 
43.1 
42.7 
42.9 
41.3 
45.5 
44.0 
S2 
1.89 
2.57 
3.35 
2.57 
4.04 
4.43 
7.38 
5.44 
26 .1 
3.04 
t value 
0 
1.3 
1.3 
.8 
h(B) " M 
V) =-1-0 
(Variances of F. populations pooled) 
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Table 11 
Means and variances of percent protein (plant mean) 
of different populations in cross set 4 
Population 
Clark 
L63-1423 
*!<*! x Pg) 
FX(P2 x Px) 
F2(PX x Pg) 
F 2 ( P 2 x P x ) 
B C ^ ^ x Pg) 
BC1[(Pg x Pj) 
BC1[(P1 x Pg) 
BCl[(Pg x Px) 
h(B) < W 
(P2xPx) 
Mean 
X 
X 
X 
X 
* 
p l l 
p lJ 
V 
V 
- .5* 
= -ia 
.48 
N 
38 
38 
21 
18 
85 
92 
32 
12 
8 
9 
X 
40.7 
47.9 
44.9 
46.5 
44.4 
45.2 
41.7 
44.7 
45.8 
45-2 
h(N) 
S2 
1.77 
5.01 
I .67 
7.55 
6.46 
5.28 
2 .51 
4.28 
6.94 
6.34 
(PiXPg) = 
(V^l) = 
Mean 
t value 
2 . 4 * 
2 . 3 * 
4.05** 
.4 
.53 
- . 01 
.27 
* Significant at 596 level 
** Significant at 1# level 
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Table 12 
Means and variances of percent protein (plant mean) 
of different populations in cross set 5 
Population 
Clark 
U63-9W 
F1<P1 x V 
FxCPg x Px) 
y Px x Pg) 
F2(P2 x Px) 
BC1[(P1 x Pg) 
^ [ ( P g x Px) 
" V C * ! x Pg) 
BCj^Pg x Px) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
p l l 
p l ) 
PB] 
V 
N 
36 
39 
20 
15 
95 
97 
9 
4 
10 
6 
X 
40.7 
47.1 
44.5 
44.8 
44.5 
44.6 
43.0 
43.5 
45.7 
44.8 
S2 
1.90 
2 .31 
2.52 
O.98 
4.0 
3.5 
4 .21 
.34 
1.94 
5.32 
t value 
.6 
.4 
.2 
1.0 
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Fl» F2» a n d F^ P r 0S e n i e s with mid-parental values in these 
cross sets (Table 13) reveals that while means of F,, Fg, 
and F- are quite close to the mid-parental value, they 
continue to remain a little higher than the latter. This 
may suggest slight partial dominance for high protein content, 
though additive gene action is most significant. The dif-
ference between the mid-parental value and the mean of 
generations is not significant. In cross set 1, the F, is 
2% lower than the mid-parent value, and in cross set 3, 
the F-, is .2% higher. In all the other cross sets differences 
are slightly greater, i.e., the F., is more than the M.P. 
value by ,J% in cross set 2, 1.4$ in cross set 4 and ,J% 
in cross set 5< The difference between cross sets 1 and 
3, and 2,4, and 5 is that the first group (set 1 and 3) has 
high protein parental lines L63-95I6 and L63-9652 which are 
derived from high protein donor T245» while high protein 
lines, L63-9410, L63-9423 and L63-9444 used in cross sets 
2, 4 and 5 are derived from high protein donor Sioux. Indi-
cation of a slight partial dominance in the latter group 
of crosses, and not in the first, suggests that the nature 
of gene action may be different in the two high protein 
donors. However, this should be tested further, by making 
suitable crosses between lines derived from these two high 
protein donors. 
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When the genetic variance is mostly additive, the 
means of generations do not change with inbreeding (Brim 
and Cockerham 1961). Nevertheless, as long as there are 
some indications of non-additive gene action, it may still 
be worthwhile to look for gene combinations involving 
heterozygosity. 
Leffel and Weiss (1958) reported no or partial 
dominance for protein content, in their study of 45 possible 
F-,'s from diallel crosses among ten varieties of soybeans. 
Weber (1950) in his study on inter-specific cross (G. max 
x G. ussuriensis) observed that F* protein mean exhibited 
considerable partial dominance for genes determining high 
protein content. 
Our studies reveal that though some partial dominance 
for high protein content, in interparietal crosses cannot 
be ruled out, additive gene action is most important in 
soybeans. Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 show that F,'s fall 
between the parents and the Fg means approximate the mid-
parental value. 
Comparisons of reciprocal F^'s and F 's in cross sets 
2, 3, 4, and 5 indicate some cytoplasmic effects in cross 
sets 2 and 4. Means of reciprocal F,'s and F 's are signifi-
cantly different in these two cross sets. It may be pointed 
out here that the crosses revealing cytoplasmic effects 
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involve lines which are derived from Sioux (which was the 
female parent of the original crosses), and thus carry 
Sioux cytoplasm. Only line L63-9444, though carrying Sioux 
cytoplasm, did not reveal any cytoplasmic effects. Not 
much cytoplasmic effect was revealed in cross sets 1 and 3$ 
which involve lines L63-95I6 and L63-9652, whose high 
protein donor was T245, out used as the male parent of the 
original crosses. Thus, these lines do not have cytoplasm 
from a high protein donor and also do not reveal cytoplasmic 
effects. 
Table 13 
Mid-parental value and means of protein percentage in 
Fq, F-, and F_ generations from five cross sets 
Cross set 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Mid-parental 
value (MP) 
41.3 
43.4 
42.7 
44.3 
43.9 
*1 
41.1 
44.1 
42.9 
45.7 
44.6 
h 
40.9 
43.1 
42.9 
44.8 
44.6 
h 
42.9 
43.6 
43.8 
45.2 
44.2 
These observations, then, suggest that cytoplasm of a 
high protein donor might have an effect in raising the pro-
tein content of seed. This is also substantiated by the 
fact that high protein lines- derived from the cross Sioux 
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x Clark or Sioux x Harosoy, had higher protein percentages 
and retained their high protein character in F generations, 
as compared to the lines derived from crosses Clark x T245 
and Harosoy x T245. 
Varying cytoplasmic effects can be explained to some 
degree. If we assume that these effects may get lost during 
the course of generations, perhaps at varying speeds in 
different genotypes, then absence of such effects in cross 
set 5 involving line 1^3-9444 can be explained. Line 
L63-9444 is more uniform and homogeneous than other lines 
derived from the same parentage, and may have reached a 
stable genotypic constitution in regard to protein content, 
where influence of cytoplasm does not affect the phenotype. 
Likewise, cytoplasm x genotype interaction may explain 
these variations. There is also the probability of not 
detecting the true effect by chance. 
Heritability on a plant mean basis: Heritability 
estimates for protein content in F. population obtained in 
the broad and in the narrow sense for cross sets 2, 3, 4, and 
5 are given in Tables 9, 10, 11 and 12. Where there was 
an indication of cytoplasmic effects the reciprocal F-
variances were not pooled and heritability values were 
calculated for reciprocal crosses separately. On an 
average, broad sense heritabllities ranged from 44 to .69 
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and narrow sense heritabllities from -1.0 to .27. The more 
erratic nature of heritability estimates (narrow sense) 
obtained by using backcross data, Is probably due to small 
numbers of backcross plants used for these estimations, 
which may tend to overestimate the backcross variances and 
consequently underestimate heritability. However, estimates 
of heritability (broad sense) of .44 to .69 are quite in 
agreement with those reported earlier and indicate the 
presence of large enough genotypic variance in F_ populations 
for mass selection to be effective. 
Regression of F- progeny on Fp parental plants would 
probably be a better estimate of heritability (near narrow 
sense), where variances of backcross populations are causing 
erratic estimates. Regression of F- and Fg plants, however, 
will not be a truly narrow sense estimate if any dominance 
is present, but will contain some of the dominance component. 
Estimates based on such regression are given in Table 
14 along with the broad sense estimates. 
The difference between heritability estimates based on 
regression of F. on Fg and broad sense heritability may be 
indicative of the nature of gene action. In cross sets 4 
and 5 (derivatives of Sioux x Clark cross), both heritabllities 
are almost the same, indicating a high proportion of additive 
gene action. In cross sets 2 and 3, either derived from 
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Table 14 
Heritability estimates of protein content 
Population 
Cross set 2 
3 
4 
5 
\ < 
\ 
(B) 
.69 
.48 
.48 
.44 
Regression of F. on F_ 
(N) 
.30** 
.28* 
.44** 
.45** 
**Signifleant at 1$ level. 
*Signifleant at 5% level. 
tT 
"VE estimated from \pv\ 
Harosoy or T245, the difference is greater with narrow 
sense heritabllities being lower, indicative of propor-
tionately more non-additive effects. The difference be-
tween heritability estimates (by regression) between the 
cross sets derived from Sioux and that derived from T245 
could indicate a difference in the nature of gene action 
for protein content in these two sources of high protein 
genes. 
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Heritability indicates the effectiveness with which 
selection of genotypes can be based on phenotypic per-
formance (Johnson e£ al 1955). If heritability were 100$ 
2 2 2 2 
( g = p where g = total genetic variance, p = total 
phenotypic variance), then phenotypic performance would be 
a perfect indication of genotypic value, but even in such 
a hypothetical situation, the heritability value in itself 
provides no indication of the amount of genetic progress 
that would result from selecting the best individuals. 
2 2 Heritability of 100% could result when both g and p 
were .01, 1, 10, 100, etc., but genetic progress would 
increase with an increase in variances. Therefore, the 
utility of estimates of heritability is increased when 
they are used in conjunction with the selection differen-
tial, the amount that the mean of the selected lines exceeds 
the mean of the entire group, and the genetic advance is 
commonly predicted as the product of the heritability 
ratio and the selection differential. 
Genetic advance = heritability x k <j p (Johnson et al 
1955)* It should be noted that if genetic advance is cal-
culated by using heritability (broad sense), then it may 
not be descriptive of the effect of selection measured 
in terms of genotypes derived by sexual reproduction from 
those materials. For example, the total superiority of the 
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plants selected on the basis of F_ data may not be retained 
in the F-, Fj, generations. What should be anticipated in 
this connection depends on the nature of gene action; 
hence the use of heritability in the narrow sense, which 
is based on additive gene action, in calculating genetic 
advance expected in future generations, gives a more 
accurate prediction. 
Johnson et al (1955) obtained values of expected 
advance of .6 and 1.9$ protein in two crosses studied. 
The expected genetic advances calculated in this study are 
given in Table 15. They are .6, .6, 1.4 and 1.2$ protein 
for cross sets 2, 3, 4, and 5. Genetic advance by selecting 
among F. plants appear quite remarkable in these cross sets. 
However, crosses 4 and 5 should provide more lasting selection 
possibilities in further selfing generations, since they 
have higher narrow-sense heritabllities as calculated by 
regression of F, on F0. 
Table 15 
Mean protein percent and genetic advance expected by selecting 
upper 5^ population in F_ population of four cross sets 
In Fg (using h/B)) In Fg (using bFoFg) 
genetic advance mean F2 genetic advance 
Cross set in protein percent protein percent in protein percent 
2 3.4 43.1 .6 
3 1.9 42.9 .6 
4 2.4 44.8 1.4 
5 1.6 44.6 1.2 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. Analysis of small (up to ten mg) sections from 
cotyledons of individual seeds of soybean was found suitable 
for estimating the protein content of whole seeds. A high 
correlation was obtained between the protein content of the 
segment analyzed and total protein in the cotyledon (.97). 
In four varieties (Clark, Harosoy, Sioux and T245), protein 
content of the various seed parts followed the order: 
Cotyledon > root-shoot axis > > seed coat 
A slight gradient in protein content was observed in the coty-
ledon with the highest percentage occurring in the region 
adjacent to the root-shoot axis. After a micro-Kjeldahl 
analysis of a small segment of the cotyledon, the remainder 
of the seed can be planted. Sampling the seed in this 
manner was not observed to have any effect on the germination 
and subsequent growth of the plant. Thus, an accurate and 
"non-destructive" method of analyzing individual seeds is 
available to the plant breeder, for screening or genetic 
study of genotypes on a single seed basis. 
2. Small segments of cotyledon of individual seeds 
were analyzed by the micro-Kjeldahl method to determine 
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percent protein of F-, Fg, backcross, F« and parental seeds 
from the crosses between high and low protein soybean lines. 
The remaining portions of the seed were planted. In all 
crosses studied, the protein content of the F, seed was 
not different from corresponding selfed seed indicating a 
strong maternal effect. Bulk analysis of F-, and corresponding 
selfed seed by the standard Kjeldahl method revealed a similar 
maternal effect. F-, seed tended to be higher in protein 
content than corresponding selfed seed revealing perhaps 
effect of injury and position on plant. Reciprocal F-j's, 
Fg's and overall mean of Fg, BC.^ and BOjPg seeds obtained 
from reciprocal F^ plants were significantly different in 
protein content, indicating cytoplasmic effects with about 
3-4$ increase in protein content being caused by high pro-
tein cytoplasm. Heritability estimates based on single 
seed values were negligible. It was concluded that the 
genotype of seed has very little or no effect on the 
quantity of the protein in the seed, therefore selecting 
single soybean seeds for Improvement in protein quantity 
probably is ineffective. 
3. Protein content on a plant mean basis of seed on 
Fl' F2' a n d backcross plants of one reciprocal cross set 
was determined by two analytical methods, viz., modified 
dye-binding (MDB) and the standard Kjeldahl method. A 
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high and significant correlation (.79) was obtained between 
the two determinations and relative ranking and differences 
between means of several populations remained unchanged. 
Hence, different populations (P.,, Pg, reciprocal F-, Fg and 
backcross) of the remaining four cross sets were analyzed 
by the MDB method. In two cross sets reciprocal F^'s and 
Fg's differed significantly, indicating cytoplasmic effects. 
In general protein contents in the F-, Fg and F- were inter-
mediate between the parents though almost all were slightly 
higher than the mid-parental value. Even though gene 
action is largely additive, partial dominance for high 
protein may exist. Heritability estimates ranged from .44 
to .69 in the broad sense, and from .28 to .45 in the narrow 
sense as calculated by regression of F, on Fg. Expected 
genetic advance by selecting the upper 5$ of Fg plants 
ranged from .6 to 1.4$ protein over the mean. 
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